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1. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of a competitive firm facing price uncertainty with or

without forward markets has been studied extensively in recent years [for

example, Sandmo (1971), Danthine (1978), Holthausen (1979), Katz and Paroush

(1979), Feder, Just and Schmitz (1980)]. The behavior of a monopoly and a

price discriminating firm facing uncertain demand have also been studied (for

example, Leland (1972), Katz, Paroush and Kahana (1982), Katz (1984), Eldor

and Zilcha (1985)). However, the behavior of an oligopolistic firm facing

uncertain demand with or without forward rharkets has not been addressed.

This paper considers an oligopolistic market with uncertain demand where

firms are risk—averse. We analyze the impact of demand uncertainty upon the

Nash Equilibrium (N.E.) output and the firm's profits. It has been indicated,

at least implicitly, that for a competitive firm and monopoly, introducing

forward markets where the forward price is unbiased (i.e. equal to the

expected future spot price) increases production and the profits of the firms

(for example, Feder, Just and Schmitz (1980); Eldor and Zilcha (1985)). We

show that in the oligopoly case the Nash equilibrium output increases in the

presence of unbiased forward market, thus forward markets enhance competition

in this case as well. However, it is not necessarily true that firms are

better off. The introduction of unbiased forward markets have two opposing

effects upon the profits of the firms. First, it provides the firm with
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actuarially fair risk-sharing; thus, since the firm is risk averse, it

renders its profit riskless, and improves its position. Secondly, due to the

introduction of unbiased forward markets, the N.E. total output rises,

resulting in lower profits; hence this effect lowers the profits of the

firms. We show that, although firms are risk-averse, in some cases such

unbiased markets make all the firms worse off in the N.E. when forward markets

are utilized. Moreover, the N.E. without unbiased forward markets is not a

N.E. in the presence of these markets.

Such cases can also occur when we consider oligopoly with asymmetric

information; namely, when some firms are "informed" (know the demand curve

before production takes place) and some are "uninformed", but can observe the

actions of the informed firms. In equilibrium, if the informed firms use

their information all firms are worse off in such cases. Palfrey (1982) has

shown that private information can be disadvantageous to the informed firm

(which is the less risk averse firm in his examples), but the uninformed firm,

which observes the output of the informed firm, is better off.

The paper is organized as follows. We present in section 2 the model and

derive some results when forward markets are not available. In section 3 we

analyze Nash equilibria with forward market. Section 4 contains an example

showing that unbiased forward markets may not be desirable by any risk-averse

firm. We reinterpret this example in an asymmetric information model in

section 5. In section 6 we consider competitive industry and show that the

industry's output, in a long-run equilibrium, increases when an unbiased

forward market is introduced.
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2. THE MODEL

Consider an oligopoly with n identical firms. Each firm produces a

homogeneous good with a cost function C(q) where C' > 0, C" > 0. The

market demand is random and is given by 15'. P(Q01) where Q = 17.1q i is

the total output of the producing firms and ;1' is a random variable with a

known distribution function. We assume that P is continuously differentiable,

aP , aP , a
2P(Q,r) 

---< u, < u and   < 0. Each firm maximizes expected
aQ ar = aQar

utility of profits where its utility function U satisfies: U' > 0 and

U" < 0, i.e. it is a risk—averse firm.

Let us consider first the case where no forward market or any risk—sharing

mechanism, are available. In this case an output profile is a

Nash Equilibrium if for all i the maximum of

(1) EqqiP(IJA + — C(q i)]

is attained at i = 1,...,n. Since all functions are continuously diff—

erentiable a symmetric Nash Equilibrium exists under a very mild assumption

about the distribution of Since all firms are identical assuming that the

N.E. output is positive implies that = > 0 for all i; this

equilibrium is unique and CI can be determined from the following necessary

and sufficient condition:

(2) E[P(nTO) + -611TE-in-CO) — C'CCOD'(li) = 0

where -II= 41)(nE0) — C(4). Under our assumptions there exists a unique

solution to (2).

Let us compare the output in this industry under uncertain demand with

the output in the "certainty—equivalent" case, i.e. when demand is P(Q,"1),
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Usi. Denote by MR(,) = liqP((n—l)cl+q,M]l i.e. the marginal revenue
q./oi

function when all firms produce the same outputs. We assume that MR(q,r) is

aMR
non—increasing in q i.e. TE-1-4q,r) < 0 for all (q,r). By our assumptions

about the demand MR(q,r) is nonincreasing in r. Now we prove:

Theorem 1: (a) If MR(q,r) is concave in r then the Nash equilibrium output

under uncertain demand is lower than the output under the

certainty—equivalent demand.

(b) If MR(q,r) is strictly convex in r, in some cases the

N.E. output under uncertain demand is higher than the certainty—

equivalent case.

All proofs are relegated to the Appendix. Let us show how increasing risk

aversion affects the production in N.E.,

Theorem 2: Assume that QP(Q,r) is a concave function of Q (this is the

total revenue since Q is the total output). As a firm becomes more

risk—averse its production in N.E. decreases (keeping the output of all

other firms fixed).

Note that the assumption,in Theorem 2 holds when P(Q,r) is linear in

Q. Theorem 2 implies that when all firms become more risk averse the N.E.

production declines.

It is usually well accepted in economic theory that for risk—averse

economic agents, removing the uncertainty, e.g. by considering the certainty

equivalent case, results in a better position, namely higher utility. For a

competitive firm or a monopoly replacing the random price P(QA by P(Q,F)

will certainly not make this risk averse firm worse off (see, for example,

Sandmo (1971), Leland (1972)). In section 4 we bring an example which shows
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that in the case of an oligopoly, with risk—averse firms, this is not

necessarily the case. Namely, in some cases removing the uncertainty,

i.e. replacing P(Qd) by the demand function P(Q,7.), may make all

the firms worse off in the Nash equilibrium.

3. NASH EQUILIBRIUM IN THE PRESENCE OF FORWARD MARKETS

We introduce now forward markets for the good produced by this

oligopoly. The firms may buy or sell output in the forward market at a

forward price Pf. Modern financial markets theory argues that the forward

price, i.e. the price that equilibrate demand and supply for forward contracts

should not be studied in isolation. Richard and Sundaresan (1981) argue that

the relationship between the forward price and the expected spot price depends

on the covariance of the marginal utility of wealth of the forward market

participants and the spot price; i.e. if this covariance is zero (positive)

(negative) then the forward price incorporates zero (negative) (positive) risk

premium.

LetusderiotebyLtheformarcisale(orpurchaseff Xi .is

negative) of the commodity. We assume that production takes time and that the

delivery date, i.e. the maturity of the contract, occurs on the date where the

production process is completed. Assuming the existence of many other agents

taking long and short positions in this forward market, it follows that each

firm's position in the market Xi has no effect upon the forward price

Pf. These firms can affect the forward price only through their total

production. Hence the future spot price can be written as a function of the

total output produced, i.e. PrPf(11.0j). Clearly, Pf may also

depend upon the distribution of the random variable We assume that

is a decreasing and continuously differentiable function of Q. The optimal out—



put and forward sale of firm i, given the output levels of the other firms

(q.). — is given by:

(3)

(4)

where

(5)

* ,
Max Elkci.P(1 — C(q) +
qi ,X i j/1 1 

j J/1 j

The first—order conditions (which are sufficient for optimum) are:

aPf * ap * * *
E[MR(4,?) C'( (T51--(1qi) — 7Q-(Eqi,M)XOU'[ni] = 0

*
E[Pf — P(Ici)]U 1(4)

* * * n *
ni = (q. — X.)P( 11 q'. 

Pf X
. — C(q*)

j= j i •

We first analyze the oligopolistic firms' optimal hedging policies in

various cases of forward markets and then the impact of a forward 
market on

the firm's production decisions.

Theorem 3: When forward markets are available with forward price Pf, Firm

i'soptimalhedgeX.'in the Nash Equilibrium will satisfy:

* < * < q
Xi 3 qi if and only if Pf EP( i.lqi,r

,) .

Theorem 3 states that when forward markets for the firm's product
 is

n *
unbiased, i.e. Pf EP(13.0j,r) then each risk averse firm will sell forward

all its planned output. When the risk premium is positive, i.e. Pf<EP(Q*M,

the normal backwardation case, the firm sells forward only part of its ou
tput.

Under our assumptions there exists a unique symmetric Nash equilibrium with

qi = Xi 
=

q for all i. This clearly means that in the unbiased



case the profit at equilibrium

rewritten as follows:
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is nonrandom (see (5)). Thus (3) can be

(6) E[MR(q ,P) — C 1(q )]1.1 1[Pfq — C(q )] = 0

which clearly implies that

(7) E MR(q*,P)= C 1(q*)

Now we state

Theorem 4: When an unbiased forward market is made available to the firms,

the production of each firm in the Nash Equilibrium will rise. Moreover,

the production in this case is independent of the firm's degree of risk

aversion.

Theorem 4 demonstrates the role of unbiased forward markets in increasing

competitiveness and economic efficiency due to the higher production of this

oligopoly. Condition (7) clearly shows that the output depends upon the

distribution of (1-, thus the Separation property does not hold for oligopoly

market (i.e. that the output is independent of the preferences and the

distribution of ?(); however, (7) demonstrates that the output in N.E. does

not depend on the firm's utility function (only on its monotonicity

property). Let us consider now a special case.

Corollary 1:
*

Assume unbiasedness, i.e. Pf EP(Iszij,r), and that

E
aP(Q  

i ' s independent of the distribution of 74. Then the optimal
aQ

production of each firm in Nash equilibrium is independent of the

distribution of tre.
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Under the assumptions of the Corollary the separation result holds. Note

that the second assumption of this Corollary holds when the stochastic

demand function is linear in Q and linear in r, or in the case where P(Q,r)

is additive.

The question we pose now is: In this N.E. are the oligopolistic firms

better off as a result of introducing unbiased forward markets Does this

fair risk—sharing mechanism always improve the positions of these firms in the

Nash equilibrium even though the expected profits decline d? The next section

shows that the answer may be negative in some cases.

4. ARE UNBIASED FORWARD MARKETS ALWAYS DESIRABLE

In the previous section it is shown that unbiased forward markets

increase economic efficiency, by eliminating the uncertainty faced by the

oligopoly, thus increasing their output. Now we show that all firms may end

up with a lower utility, compared to the expected utility in N.E. without the

fair risk—sharing device, i.e. the forward market.

Consider a duopoly witn two identical firms. For simplicity let us take

the cost functions to be identically zero, i.e. C(q) = O. Let the demand

function be linear,

(8) P(Q) = a — Ck) a > 0, > 0, a.s. .

The Nash equilibrium output Ci of each firm can in this case be

computed from

(9) — greOP[ail 2K-12]} = 0

Introducing unbiased forward market with forward price Pf . a — F(q1 + q2),

the Nash equilibrium will now be with outputs (q
*
, q

*
) where
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a — gq* = 0 i.e. q* =
3F

The profits of each firm in this case are

2
(10)

Note that these outputs correspond to N.E. with "certain" demand curve

P(Q) = a — FQ.

Now let us choose the following utility functions and demand:

U(x) = P*9
4.5 in prob. 0.5

1.5 in prob. 0.5

and a = 10. Since F = 3 the profit of each firm in the N.E. with the

unbiased forward market is given by (10), namely

100 * 10
n* = 27 =

The production in N.E. which takes place under uncertain demand can be

computed from (9), i.e.

(12) (1013.5)[10_9 2]0.1 (10_4.5)[10_3 2]0.1 =

or

(13)
10-9  

— 
= [10 — 13.5q]

10

10-3-ci 10 — 4.5-4

It can be verified that the solution to (13) satisfies:

1.0465 < < 1.047

Let us check the profits and expected utility when q = 1.047:

n1 = 0604119 n2 = 7.18137
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Now it can be shown that

1 0.9 .4. 1 0.9 _ 3.2659 > 4)0.9 .
2-6111 

-2-1123.249

Now when q = 1.0465 we obtain:

ni 0.60854 and 112 . 7.1795

02.9] . 3.2672 > (e)0.9 = 3.249

which proves that in the N.E. (ii,TI) each firm has higher expected utility

than in the N.E. (q*,q*) where the unbiased forward markets are introduced

into this economy and utilized by each firm. To complete this example let us

show now that when the forward market is available to the dupoly, (Thii) is

not a Nash equilibrium any more. Assume that firm 2 produces CI, say 1.047.

Firm l's profit ni, when the forward market is being used by firm 1 can be

computed directly, taking into account that q1 . X1 (condition (12) still

holds),

2
ni = 10q1 — 3q — 3.1.047q1

From the maximization problem for Firm 1, given q2 . 1,047 and that Hi

is nonstochastic since the forward market is being used by this firm, we obtain

E[10 — 1.047 — 1 — 3 cOU' (nl) =

Thus q1 = 1.143 and ni . 3.920. Since (111)0.9 
= 3.41 is higher than the

expected utility when the firm produces it is going to deviate from El

i.e.

market.

is not a Nash equilibrium in the presence of unbiased forward
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•

Remarks: (i)By Theorem 2 increasing risk aversion implies lower output for

each firm in the N.E. It is not difficult to verify that in the above example

by sufficiently increasing the risk aversion of both firms we can reverse the

result. Namely, the expected utility in the N.E. without the forward market

will be less than the utility of n*. For example this can be obtained with

U(x) = x0'5. We believe that such a result can be proved in general.

(ii) It is easier to produce such examples when we allow the firms to differ

from each other (either in their cost function or in their attitude towards

risk).

(iii) The above example has been constructed when forward markets are

unbiased. When the firms are confronted with positive risk premia (i.e.

P
f 

< EP', or normal backwardation) the gains from risk—sharing decline, thus

it is easier to construct such examples.

5. ASYMMETRIC INFORMATION

Consider our model with some asymmetry in information about the

distribution of srl% We shall consider here an extreme case where some

firms are "informed", i.e. know the realization of it'l" when they decide upon

their production level, while the others are "uninformed", namely they know

only the distribution or when their output levels are determined.

Consider a game in which the amount of output planned by each firm can be

observed by the other firms (i.e. a common knowledge). Moreover each firm

knows who are the informed firms and who are the uninformed firms. Thus, each

uninformed firm can condition its production level upon the outputs of the
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informed firms. Consequently the information may be transmitted fully, in

equilibrium, if the informed firms move first and they use this information

about the realization of P. As we show, in some cases, the N.E. attained

with the fully transmitted information may make all firms worse off compared

to the N.E. where no information was available.

Consider the dupoly example from the last section. Assume that Firm 1

knows the realization of i when it is going to decide about its production.

Let us say that the realization is I- (a slight modification of the

distribution is necessary). Since Firm 2 observes the planned output by

Firm 1 and thus adjusts its production accordingly, the Nash equilibrium

attained (Firm 1 takes into account the information ?'...T) is (q*,q*),

(see for example Mathews and Postlewaite (1985). This is the N.E.

that corresponds to the demand P =a — -r7Q. Therefore, both

firms are worse off with the revealed realization of r relative to the case

where no information is available (i.e. the N.E. (VI)). Moreover, (-WO is

not a N.E. in this case. Our conclusion from this example is that the

informed firm should somehow convince the uninformed firm that, although it

possess information they are not going to use it; in such a case the no

information Nash equilibrium may be attained (in cases where only one firm

is informed a dominaatstrategy would be to produce 4 :, i.e. no transmission

of information when the equilibrium dominates the information N.E.)

The question of transmitting information to the competitor when demand is

uncertain, has been discussed by Novshek and Sonnenschein (1982) (N—S),

Palfrey (1982) and Gal—Or (1985). In all these works a duopoly is considered

and the demand curves are linear P =cT— rQ where the intercept « is

stochastic. Palfrey (1982) shows that private information can be
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disadvantageous to the informed firm. However, in his examples the uninformed

firm which observes the output of the informed firm is better off in the

asymmetric information case. Furthermore, Palfrey's examples rely heavily on

the different attitudes toward risk of the firms, while in our case both firms

have identical utility functions.

N-S consider a model where there are a number of sources that provide

information regarding the value of the random intercept a. Each source

provides an unbiased estimate of a. N-S show that in some cases pooling of

all the information leads to an increased correlation between the firm's

outputs, which decreases expected profits. However, firms are risk neutral in

the N-S framework. Gal-Or (1985) demonstrates that no information sharing is

the unique Nash equilibrium (in a symmetric pure strategy equilibria).

6. COMPETITIVE FIRMS: LONG-RUN EQUILIBRIUM ANALYSIS

Let us consider now the competitive market case. Each firm is a price

taker in the forward market. We shall keep our assumptions that all firms are

similar and risk averse. Moreover, we shall assume constant returns to scale

in production and free entry and exit of firms in this industry. It is known

that introducing unbiased forward market, when demand is uncertain, results in

higher output for a competitive risk averse firm (for example Sandmo (1971),

the certainty-equivalent case). However, if profits increase as a result of

the higher production, more firms will enter this industry affecting the

distribution of the spot price and therefore the forward price. Consequently,

it is not clear what happens to the firms' profits and total output in the

long run. The following theorem deals with the competitive market under the

assumption of unbiased forward price.
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Theorem 5: Consider a competitive industry with constant returns to scale

production. When an unbiased forward market is introduced, the total

output Q* of this industry in equilibrium is given by:

(14) EP(Q*,i'l) = k (k is the constant marginal cost)

Thus Q is independent of the number of firms. Moreover, the profit of

each firm in equilibrium is zero thus the number of firms is indeterminate.

As we see from the proof of Theorem 5, the equilibrium profit of each

firm is zero since the profits contain no uncertainty in the presence of

unbiased forward market. Let us now consider the question: "Are competitive

firms better off with the unbiased forward market " We shall answer this

question in equilibrium, i.e. assuming free entry and exit in this industry,

we shall compare the long-run equilibria. When the forward market is not

available to this industry if firms make positive utility gain (i.e. expected

utility is higher than the utility of their initial wealth) more and more

firms will enter this industry. Thus in equilibrium the market price

POW1 will satisfy (let T1 be the single firm output and A its initial

wealth):

(15) EU[A FIP(TU1 - U(A)

Since U is strictly concave we obtain from (15) that the equilibrium

expected profit of each firm is positive, i.e.

(16) FIEP(,') - k > 0

This reflects the risk compensation for the price uncertainty. (14) and

(16) imply that TT< . Now we state,
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Corollary 2: (a) The competitive industry increases its output when an

unbiased forward market is introduced.

(b) The expected profit of each competitive firm in equilibrium

declines to 0 when an unbiased forward market is introduced. However,

its equilibrium utility level remains the same.

. 7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This work is the first step in studying the role of forward markets in

oligopolistic markets under uncertainty. We have concentrated upon the

desirability of forward markets from the firms' point of view. It has been

shown that an unbiased forward market increases competitiveness and

efficiency. Hence it would be beneficial for the economy to establish such an

institution or an equivalent one. In some cases, we have shown that even

though such unbiased market provides the firms with fair risk-sharing

arrangements, it may have a perverse affect upon their well-being. Note that

the derivation of our result .can be simplified by allowing firms to differ

from one another in their cost functions and/or utility functions.

•
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APPENDIX

Proof of Theorem 1: Let us rewrite (2) as:

(Al) ENRC:101 — Cs(T)DTCIP(nEIA — C()) = 0

Since "i(104) assumes smaller values as i.ts assumes higher values and

since U' is a decreasing function of -i and MR( .,r) is a decreasing

function of r it is not hard to verify that (Al) implies that

(A2) ENR(40) — C'(E1)] > 0

Since MR( .,r) is concave in r we obtain from (A2) that MR(,) C'() > 0

Consider now the N.E. when the demand function is P(Q,7.). Let be the

A 
output of each firm in this case, then q is a solution to:

MR(q,) — Cl(q) = 0. Our assumptions guarantee that MR(q07) — C 1(q) is

decreasing in q, and we obtain from (A2) that q >

If MR( -,r) is strictly convex in r in the following cases the result may

be reversed. Let C' 0 and choose a distribution of such that

(A3) EMR(401 > MR(4,F) + o where e > 0.

By choosing U' monotone decreasing but varies very moderately on (0,..)

we can guarantee from (Al) that

(A4) > EMR(4,r) > 0

When the demand function is P(Q,i7) the N.E. output of each firm ti

satisfies, using (A3) and (A4), MR(q,F) . 0 >

_
Namely, q < q.

Q.E.D.
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Proof of Theorem 2: Let us consider a firm with a utility function h(U('))

where h' > 0, h" < 0. Denote by Q the output of all other firms. This

firm's optimal output q is given by:

(A5) E[MR(q,r) — C'(q)]11 1[U( 11)D 1( = 0

ft,
where MR(q,r) = lipP(Q+q,r)] and W. qP(Q4-q,;) — C(q). When r assumes

higher values (i.e. MR(q,r) — C'(q) is negative), n assumes lower values

thus h'[U(I)] assumes higher values. This fact can be used to derive from

(A5) that:

(A6) ENR(q0) — C' (CU > 0

Since EU[qP(Q+cl,r) — C(q)] is a concave function of q, by our assumptions,

if it attains maximum at q* from (A6) we must have q < q*, i.e. the

optimal output for h(upg), q, is smaller than that for upg.
Proof of Theorem 3: Let us rewrite (4) as follows:

(A7) E{U'O[Pf—P(V 1cl*.1)Or ]) =3.j

EU'(c)E[Pf — P( li=0;0)] Cov[U'(r;),—P(11_=0)] . 0.

From (A7) we observe that for l'isk averse firm the covariance is zero

* * *
(negative)(positive) if and only if Xi = qi(Xi >

* * *
qi)(Xi < qi). Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 4: Assume that, contrary to the theorem's claim,

From (Al) we obtain that EMR(V) > C'(T1)

aMR(q,r) Since   < 0 for all r and C" > 0, using (9) we find,
aq

EMR(TO) > C'(ei) > Cs(q*) = EMR(q*A

which is a contradiction. Thus -4 < q*, which proves the theorem.

> q*•
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Proof of Corollary 1: Conditions (3) and (4) reduce to

E[(q**.;)gi. + Pf — C'(q*.i) + eiE2aT-Fz.),]U'(11-ki) = 0.
°41 * *

Therefore, since unbiasedness implies that qi . Xi, we obtain that:

(A8) + *P 111 *. 1 2C l(glic) = Pf(Ini=lqj) qO(i J=1q) i 
J 

=

Equation (A8) can be solved for the equilibrium outputs qi, i =

and this solution does not depend upon the distribution of

Proof of Theorem 5: Denote by A the initial wealth of each firm. Let Q*

be the industry's output when the unbiased market is introduced;

Thus, P = P(Q*, ?() and Pf = EP(Q*,). Assuming that each firm

is a price taken in the forward and spot markets it maximizes:

Max EU[A + qP(Q*04) — kg + (EP(Q*,14) — P(Q*M)X]
q,x

Due to the unbiasedness assumption we obtain, as before, that

q* = X. Now from the first—order conditions we also obtain that

E{(EP(Q*,) — k)1.1 1[A + (EP(Q*,) — k)q*] = 0

Therefore k = EP(Q*A, i.e. Q* does not depend upon the number

of firms. Since 0 = X* the profit of each firm is

n* = clEP(Q*,?4) — qk = 0 in equilibrium.
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